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The industry 
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● Industry: suppliers of refractive eye surgery 
● 3 national chains: the parties + Optical Express 

● Small regional chains  

● Hospital-based providers 

● Individual or groups of surgeons (operating from NHS or private 
hospitals) 
 

 

 

● Market structure 
● Concentrated market: the 3 national chains accounted together for 

more than 90% of the market 

● Merger combined the 2nd and 3rd largest supplier 

● Optical Express was nearly twice as large as the parties combined 

 
 

 

 



The parties 
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● Network of clinics 
● Optimax (pre-merger): 22 treatment clinics and 8 consultations clinics 

● Ultralase (pre-merger): 23 treatment clinics and 3 consultations clinics 

 

● The parties overlapped in nearly all areas where they had a clinic 
● Optical Express was present in all overlapping areas 

 

● Brand positioning 
● Optimax (and Optical Express): volume-oriented and relatively inexpensive market option 

● Ultralase: ‘premium option’ with higher prices and better quality 

 

 



Some background facts 
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• Pre-merger 
• The parties’ volume/revenue had been rather stable in the period 2009-2011 despite the 

economic crisis 

• The parties’ volume dropped significantly in 2012 (same as Optical Express). This contraction 
was concomitant with a considerable reduction in marketing spend 

• Price pattern varied between suppliers (Optimax price first fell and then increased, Ultralase 
price followed the opposite pattern)  

 

• Post-merger 
• The parties’ volume further decreased in 2013 

• Optimax (and Optical Express) raised their prices  

• Ultralase reduced its price and aligned it to Optimax’s. But Ultralase volume were very limited 
post merger because of the closure of most of its clinics. 

 

 

 

 
 

 



The Failing Firm Defence 
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● Application of the FFD requires to consider three limbs 
 

1. Whether the firm would have exited 

 

2. Whether there would have been an alternative purchaser for the firm or its assets 

 

3. What would have happened to the sales of the firm in the event of its exit 

 

 
 

 



The Failing Firm Defence 
Limb 1 and 2 
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● Limb 1: Assessment of the Ultralase’s likelihood of exit 
● Ultralase’s cash position had deteriorated through 2012, by end 2012/early 2013 its funding 

requirement would have been beyond the limit of its bank facilities 

● Its shareholders confirmed that they were unlikely to invest the cash required to restructure 

● Ultralase was put into administration soon after the Provisional Findings 
 

 

● Limb 2: assessment of alternative purchaser(s) 
● A number of bidders expressed initial interest in acquiring Ultralase but only two (Optimax 

and [Bidder A]) were seen as credible 

● Bidder A needed to secure financing commitment for investment from sources other than its 
own in-house fund but outside investment was conditional to Ultralase’s financial projections  

● Bidder A did not conduct full due diligence, but considering Ultralase’s financial position it 
was unlikely that Bidder A would have obtained sufficient funding from outside investors 

 

 



The Failing Firm Defence 
Limb 3 (1/2) 
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● Rationale  
● If the majority of the sales were expected to have switched to the acquiring firm anyway, the 

merger may have little effect on competition (CMA’s Merger Guidance).  

 

● What we looked at 
● Post-merger sales and estimates of diversion ratios for the counterfactual/exit scenario 

 

● Possible theory of harm if sales distribution differed in the two scenarios:  
● alternative suppliers, especially smaller/local players, might face economies of scale 

● increased sales might enable these suppliers to lower their unit costs 

● as a result, they might be able to compete more effectively with national chains such as 
Optimax and Optical Express 

 
 
 

 



The Failing Firm Defence 
Limb 3 (2/2) 
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Merger scenario 

Others 

[some]% 

[the majority]% [limited]% 

Others 

65% 

Exit scenario 

● Ultralase lost most of its sales 

● Optical Express benefitted most from 
Ultralase’s reduction. Optimax also 
benefitted but to a much lesser extent 

● Other suppliers gained little 

● Survey results not reliable but market shares may 
not be a good proxy with differentiated products 

● Yet, both consistently indicated little diversion to 
suppliers other than Optimax and OpEX 

● Price-concentration analysis indicates little 
constraint from small suppliers 

● Qualitative evidence: route of referral differ 
between large chains and small suppliers  
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The Failing Firm Defence 
Conclusions 
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● Limb 1 and 2 were met (relatively uncontroversial) 

 

● Limb 3: unclear how sales would have been split between Optimax and Optical Express 
absent the merger but unlikely to make any significant difference  
● Optical Express had been the largest provider pre-merger and remained as such post-merger 

 

● Then why did Optimax buy Ultralase? 
● Optimax expected to retain 50% of Ultralase’s sales thanks of Ultralase ‘marketing machine’ 

and by adopting a two-brand (either white-labelled or dual-branded) clinic approach  

● But it realized post-merger that:  
● awareness of Ultralase brand declined rapidly after ceasing TV advertising in July 2012 
● two-brand clinic approach had not worked because of difficulties in maintaining a differentiation in 

brands when offered from the same premises 

 
 

 

 
 

 



The Failing Firm Defence 
Limb 3 – other Phase II cases in UK 
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● Long Clawson Dairy / Millway (2009) 
● Merger failed Limb 3: considered whether Millway’s customers faced 

significant switching costs  

● But most customers were not tied by contract to their existing supplier 

 

● STS / Butler (2011) 
● Merger failed Limb 3: considered whether the merger would give STS 

an incumbency advantage because of customer inertia and/or existing 
customer relationship 

● Probably yes, but any advantage would be short-lived 

 

● IBA / Alliance (2014) 
● Merger failed Limb 3: as considered whether the merger would give 

Alliance an incumbency advantage because of customer inertia 

● But evidence of recent switching and of some customers’ intention 
(NHS trusts) to tender large value contracts 
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Some thoughts on FFD 
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● EU vs UK formulation 
● EU 3rd Limb: would the assets of the failing firm inevitably exit the market?  

● Rationale: no other competitors would benefit from using those assets and if industry is 
capacity constrained, preserving assets prevents shortage of supply (eg. BASF / 
Eurodiol / Pantochim (2001), Nynas / Shell (2013))   

● But what if no capacity constraint in the industry? eg. Aegean / Olympic (2013) 
● Can customers be better off if failing firm’s assets exit the market? eg. capacity 

redistribution may facilitate coordination 
● UK 3rd Limb: what would have happened to the sales of the firm in the event of its exit? 

● UK guidelines deals with the fate of failing firm’s assets in Limb 2.  
● Can the merger result in long-term negative effects despite no difference in the short-

term sales distribution? eg. entry pre-emption through capacity expansion  
 

● What matters ultimately is the comparison of the competitive outcome between the merger and 
the exit scenario. 

 

● Failing firms v divisions 

 

● (Implicit) efficiency assumptions 
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